Traditional formation scenarios fail to explain 4:3 mean motion. In American football, a T formation frequently called the full house formation in modern usage is a formation used by the offensive team in which three running backs line up behind the quarterback, with one receiver outside each tackle. This formation was popularized in the NFL by teams such as the Green Bay Packers and the Dallas Cowboys. It is also used by many college teams. In European football, the T formation is less common, but it is occasionally used by teams such as Juventus and Manchester United. The 4-2-3-1 formation, which is based on the T formation, is widely used by teams around the world. It is characterized by a strong defensive line, a midfield anchor, and a talented forward line. The 4-2-3-1 formation has been used by teams such as Barcelona, Real Madrid, and Bayern Munich. The 4-2-3-1 formation is considered to be a modern formation, and it is often used in the latter stages of a match to defend against a strong attack. The T formation is considered to be a traditional formation, and it is often used in the early stages of a match to create a strong offensive line.